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About This Game

After crashing his car on the side of the road, a bewildered traveler finds himself checking in to the Haunted Hotel! In Haunted
Hotel, you must explore frightful floors full of spooky rooms to find Hidden Objects in creepy crevices. Immerse yourself in a

thrilling adventure full of mysterious mini-games and addictive Hidden Object game play!

In-room bonuses.
Addictive mini-games!
Unpredictable ending!
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For every flavor-of-the-month tryhard meta product, and for every 50 puzzle-based exploration games, one RPG Maker game
gets a good story, good pacing, consistent worldbuilding and, most importantly, tight gameplay.

This is that RPG.

Sojourner gives you 10 well-drawn classes with unique benefits and drawbacks from which to build you party. Every enemy
brings something different to each encounter, even if it's just a dumb joke. This is built off the Dragon Quest formula, and
made more accessible for a new generation of newbies to enjoy.

Speaking of accessibility, there are helpful (and funny) NPCs scattered everywhere, even a stone's throw away from the final
boss. One of them tells you how to get the secret ending, too. No need to replay the entire adventure for something you might
have missed. RPGs often have odd secrets that force people to look up a wiki or buy a strategy guide, but Sojourner goes in the
exact opposite direction: It is self-contained, and encourages you to find everything it hid in its multiple worlds.

The story is fairly light, but its message of positivity and optimism is a welcome change from the modern trend of 2deep4u meta
stories. There's no tricks here. It knows what it wants to do, it tells you, and it delivers with both an earnesty and charm unseen
in the current market.

This game is a thematic throwback to the NES days, but with modern conveniences. Get comfy and start exploring.. downloaded
it. Didn't work. Had to download another thing for it to work. It works. No sound.
0/10 this is greatest game of all time.. Bought for the nostalgia and was let down. This game didn't age well.. Awesome game for
the price (on sale - 3.39 CDN). For a casual gaming experience, I can see there being good value for time spent playing, you'll
get your money's worth. Perfect for when you don't want to get heavily involved in a gaming session.

Runs crisp and smooth on Windows 7. No problem getting it to install. Tons of skins\/meshes (gigabytes) and many other mods
for it as well - free from charge. It's challenging and the view is pretty good too.. A quick and rewarding puzzler with some good
ideas.

It can be a little unnerving jumping into a few of the more intimidating levels but just testing things out leads to getting an idea
of how things work together. Watching your plan come to life while watching shapes slide into their places is pleasant.

Almost certain that some of the final puzzles can be solved multiple ways. Regardless if that's true, it adds some freeform that
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pays off the beginning’s slower 'one-solution' puzzles.  Level #58 might’ve been a little too freeform, had some trouble with that
one .

The only really threatening mechanic was the  gear you could choose the next direction of manually. Its introduction seemed to
foreshadow crazy puzzles involving planning several steps ahead. Thankfully, they don't cause too much of a disturbance as their
importance diminished quickly but at the same time this feels like a small waste  

Recommend grabbing this game (or others like it), turning off the music and sfx and just throwing some personal audio in the
background. Makes for a great cool down :). Im still in the campaign but i can tell already this game is really fun. I got hooked
and hoarded some gold but i ended up spending them on some bullcrap cards xD, try this game out. 12 HoG's (a nice mix of
standard, reverse and hybrid games).
- 32 Mini-Game puzzles, two of which are quite a challenge.
- Nice BGM.
- Has voice acting, which for the most part is fairly decent, although there are a few moments of gross over or under reacting on
the part of the main protagonist.
- Above average story/plot.
- Has aged well, could even pass for being created last year, let alone 5 years ago.
- Short, the story could have easily been fleshed out far more than it is.
- Easy to 100%

Score 7.5/10

My video walkthrough and 100% achievement guide...
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1349332907. This is the best terrain editor I have ever used. It is simple
to use and is truly AAA terrain. I have also used their other software such as AGFPro and I gotta say that also impressed me.
You can tell that they put time and quality work into these peices of software. I would reccomend this to all game developers
who are looking to have high quality terrain in their game.. turn-based RPG, with D&D elements. After struggling to fix load
times (still not sure what fixed it), this game looked like a loss. However it becomes extremely addictive when you get into the
battles, and learn how to best defeat enemies.

The unique units and the building systems allows for a fair amount of expansion, but there is a point where you will run out of
new units. (though if you play it all the way through, you should only reach this point at the end of the game). Most battles on
the lower difficulties are fairly simple, however when you get to the end game battles, expect to have to replay them a couple of
times, as you get screwed over by flying units.

Still a great game, highly recommended
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This is an Awesome and well ballanced game. Well designed with a lot of ship controls and customization. Great combat action
and exploration.. Think I've given this game a fair shake at this point. In short, it's not good.

Let's go over why.

1. Absurdly unbalanced. Starts off a cakewalk and jumps up to impossible at the 11th hour.
2. RPG elements are underdeveloped.
3. Plays like a tower defence game where you don't get to choose the placement of your towers.
4. Impossible to make a cool looking or efficient town. NPCs drop their buildings wherever the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and
never build what is needed.
5. AI is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing terrible. You cannot achieve victory without the AI cooperating.

Bad, bad, bad bad. Bad.. Low budget in both senses. This is a perfectly fine generic HOG. There are many bug reports on the
Steam forums, but I suspect all of the softlock / freeze type issues are just people bewildered by the game's unintuitive UI and
lack of animation. The only trouble I had playing through to the end was a few objects positioned right at the bottom of a scene,
making them very hard to see or click. Anyway, worth 99 cents.. loved the game worth every penny. needs more levels :). this
game is as amazing as it is simple. The developer asks for feedback, the only thing i would add is even more units at same time
in a battle ^^. The USSR Presents : SAMOLIOTIK, The Small Plane
Become a Cheeki Breeki pilot and destroy all the Vodka-stealing Nazis, Kill their leader Rudolf's giant head.
Defeat Kapitalism by killing the Definitely-Not-Illuminati-Dollar-Green-Pyramid (DNIDGP).
Kill the Egyptian Kat, because Kats are demons that put fur in your Vodka... BLIN !
Then... Uh... Kill CTHULHU because he is symbol of dead Kapitalism. And because Mother Russia doesn't like tentacle
Hentai. Ugh...
Don't forget about the Steam sales, where you will have to fight the one and only, GABEN the almighty to get his muney to buy
Vodka and make a gift for Vladimir Putin : ingredients to make him some Good Mayonnaise.
And finally, you will face the end of the world... Which you'll have to see by yourself, Tovarich !

Don't buy it, it is just another game you will leave in your Library like a dead Sobaka rotting in a dark alley.. 9 Clues: The Ward
is the newest gem that Artifex Mundi presents us to spare a moment and continue our lady detective's adventures, this time
towards a dangerous murder incident at Mnemosyne Asylum. It seems that this time, Artifex Mundi combined all of its tricks
and talents to give us an interesting 4 hours or so.

Our lady detective managed to survive the mythological ruckus of Serpent's Creek, and won an ally in the process. In this
sequel, we work alongside Owen; former mysterious British agent is our new partner. He receives a phone call asking for help,
and we trace the call back to Mnemosyne Asylum that resides in a secluded island. We arrive the scene to witness a brutal
opening to the mystery that twirls around a frigid lady doctor, a shy young nurse, a grumpy male nurse, a drunk janitor and a
sick pyromaniac. The body count raises rapidly as we face the residing rumour involving an old fire and investigate the truth
behind the occurences.

I should declare that the gameplay takes attention to detail. There are references to our former adventure alongside both
charming and disturbing details that enriches the current story. It is expected for you to notice many visual details if you are an
achievement hunter. Hidden object scenes are fairly easy, and they come with the option of switching to a mahjong game -
similar to domino play option in AM's other games - if you were to be fed up with searching for missing equipment. Puzzles are
not very challenging, and I bet that you'd finish the game without ever searching for the hint option. Oh, and this time they went
into full trouble of completely animating characters AND detective mode cutscenes. Visuals are the best you would get in this
genre, and art was pretty - and disturbing, fitting an insane asylum - enough for me to think that I'd make some as my desktop
wallpaper if I'd come across.

I have only one trouble about the game: that the ending was... ok, I'll say that I suspected the IQ score of our heroine for a brief
moment. There was a climactic chat nearing the end of the game, and the moment and the place that the speech took place
seemed completely inappropriate. Play and see if you wish. Aside from that, I have no complaints. Artifex Mundi made my day
as always. Go for it. You know you want to. It's Artifex Mundi, and it's new!

Here is my review for the first instalment, 9 Clues: The Secret of Serpent Creek 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/id\/Faudraline\/recommended\/284870\/. Awoo.
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After attaining 100% completion of this game, my perspective on it has broadened somewhat.

AWOO~!. Remember Alien Shooter? This is the same game. It is the same game. IT IS THE SAME GAME. And they're both
teeeeerrrible. A waste of time and money. 1/5
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